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QUIET END TO A GOOD YEAR  
In USD the fund fell 0.3% (EUR: +0.1%) in December, compared with MSCI FMxGCC Net TR (USD) 
which rose 0.4% (EUR: +0.8%) and MSCI EM Net TR (USD) which rose 1.1% (EUR: +1.5%). We 
experienced corrections in our largest positions where six of our seven largest holdings fell during 
the month. Measured in absolute return, it was former underperformer Egypt, who made a positive 
contribution. Our largest Egyptian position, GB Auto, rose 31% (USD) during the month after 
announcing a buy-back program. This triggered an initial revaluation where we believe that there is 
significantly more upside left. From a background as an auto assembler and dealer, the company 
has built an extensive financial services company around the vehicle business. Initially, they focused 
on auto financing, but gradually they’ve expanded to additional areas. The GB Capital business area 
can today be considered one of Egypt's most exciting fintech companies - and it is also very 
profitable. We love the technological revolution that permeates our markets. We always list 
sponsors and management as the most important factor behind profitable growth. GB Auto's 
evolution proves this once more. Egypt has had an extremely tough period with very high real 
interest rates, which attracted investors to the fixed income market instead of the stock market. In 
our eyes, this is the most important explanation for GB Auto's valuation. Despite the share price 
rising 60% in 2021, the company is still valued at less than 5x the annual profit, with an expected 
profit growth of just under 50% (!) for the coming year. After adding to the position during the 
autumn, it is currently our eighth largest position with a portfolio weight of approximately 4%.  
 
We also received positive contributions from the Vietnamese consumer conglomerate Masan Group 
which rose 15%, and the Indonesian hospital chain Hermina Hospitals which rose 9%. Our two 
largest Pakistani holdings, Systems Ltd and Meezan Bank, were the positions that weighed most 
during the month. Systems rebounded 5% and Meezan Bank fell back 9%. The declines should be 
seen against the background of the shares' increases of 83% and 40% respectively in 2021, a year 
when the stock market (MSCI Pakistan IMI Net TR USD) fell 12% in the end. 
 
For the year as a whole, the fund rose 24.2%, which was 5.9% better than our benchmark index and 
27% more than MSCI EM Net TR (USD). We view the fund as a good complement to, rather than a 
replacement of, a traditional emerging market fund, and in 2021 our point was proven. Despite a 
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very strong year in the fund, the conditions were far from ideal. Our largest market, Pakistan, fell 
12% and of the fund's markets that weighed more than 5% during the year (approx. 86% of fund 
assets), none performed better than the fund as a whole (see Figure 1 on previous page).  
 
Despite two good years behind us in the fund (+24% and +28% respectively), the conditions, 
measured as market returns, have not been very good. Whether 2022 will be the year when this 
change remains to be seen. As usual, we have a long list of concerns. The last year's rising 
commodity prices, in combination with logistics problems when the global economy picked up 
speed again after COVID-19, means that inflation worldwide is high from a historical perspective. As 
most of our important markets are large net importers of raw materials, this creates concerns with 
the trade balances in the short term. The problem is exacerbated in certain countries’ current 
account balances by the delayed recovery in global tourism.  
 
Rising global inflation further forces the world's central banks to consider tightening monetary 
policies, the most obvious of which are interest rate hikes. The single most significant discussion in 
2022 is likely to be the actions of the US Federal Reserve and whether a more restrictive monetary 
policy dampens the almost uninterrupted rally in the United States over the past ten years. In our 
monthly letter for October, we argued that future increases in global policy rates are likely to have 
less impact in our markets than in the Western world; read more here: 
https://www.tundrafonder.se/ch/nyheter-ch/monthly-comment-sustainable-frontier-october-
2021/  
 
Interest rate hike cycles in the US are traditionally described as negative for emerging and frontier 
markets. This is because it tends to attract capital to the US, away from more exotic markets. After 
more than 10 years of almost constant outflows from foreign investors who, given the low interest 
rates at home, preferred to invest in real estate and private equity structures in their home 
countries, one should probably ask oneself whether the appetite for emerging and frontier markets 
can deteriorate much further. We are hesitant about that. Rather, we see that local investors are 
getting used to the absence of foreign investors. It is easy to forget after ten fantastic years in the 
USA, where the S&P 500 gave an average annual return of 16.5% (USD), that the S&P 500 returned 
just under 3% annually between 2001-2011, compared to emerging markets (MSCI EM) which 
returned 14% during the same period.  
 
We are not in the habit of predicting stock market crashes. For most long-term investors, equity 
markets will always be the best place to be. However, we do believe in rational asset allocation and 
trying to make sure the odds for reasonable returns are on your side. Theoretically, the most likely 
scenario is that emerging markets and frontier markets (smaller emerging markets) regain lost 
ground in the coming decade. We hope to be able to maintain our historical outperformance vs our 
benchmark of about 5% annually (after full management fee and other costs) even in such a 
scenario. With expectations of better market conditions, it's hard not to be a bit excited about the 
coming years. We are entering 2022 with an average portfolio valuation of just under 10x annual 
profits and with an expected profit growth in the coming year of 18%. 
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ABOUT THE FUND 
Tundra Sustainable Frontier Fund focuses on the next generation of emerging markets such as Vietnam, Bangladesh, 
Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Egypt and Nigeria. Featuring strong population growth, rapid urbanisation, investments in 
infrastructure, growing middle classes and stabilising political environments, a vast majority of international 
investors are yet to discover these markets.  
The fund is managed according to Tundra’s active stock picking philosophy and backed by local research offices in 
Asia. Investments are based on an ESG approach where each investment has to comply with the UN Global Compact 
with regards to human rights, labour rights, corporate governance and environmental impacts. The fund is 
registered in Sweden and is fully UCITS compliant. Read more about latest developments here. 

Source: Bloomberg, MSCI, Tundra Fonder 

Return* NAV (EUR) 1 month YTD 1 year 3 year Inception

27.48 0.1% 34.7% 34.7% 62.4% 128.5%

Benchmark 758.56 0.8% 28.3% 28.3% 39.5% 56.5%
* Fund returns calculated on SEK class converted to EUR in order to provide the longest possible data set.

Tundra Sustainable Frontier (EUR)
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Fund monthly performance
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

2013 0.3% 7.9% -6.5% 4.6% -4.6% -0.7% 1.7% 4.0% 4.1% 8.7%

2014 4.6% -4.5% 4.0% 4.0% 5.6% 0.6% 3.4% -0.9% 4.5% -2.6% -0.2% 0.6% 22.3%

2015 4.3% 0.5% 1.3% 0.6% -0.3% -2.5% -0.5% -4.1% -3.0% 5.6% 1.6% -4.7% -1.7%

2016 -5.1% -2.8% -2.8% 0.9% 7.1% 0.3% 2.4% 4.3% 1.4% 1.1% 2.6% 0.9% 10.1%

2017 0.2% 3.9% 2.2% 0.4% -0.7% 0.2% -3.6% -0.2% 3.6% 1.9% 2.2% 0.4% 10.7%

2018 6.0% 0.6% 1.2% 1.3% -4.9% -2.3% -2.6% -0.4% -1.8% -1.9% -2.4% -4.6% -11.6%

2019 3.2% 2.4% -0.7% -2.5% -3.1% -4.7% 1.1% 0.8% 0.9% -0.6% 9.3% -2.2% 3.2%

2020 1.6% -6.1% -22.9% 13.8% 4.0% 2.3% -2.2% 7.4% 5.7% 4.6% 7.6% 5.0% 16.8%

2021 5.2% 0.7% 2.6% -1.8% 5.5% 6.9% 2.2% 2.5% 3.9% 1.4% 1.4% 0.1% 34.7%

http://www.tundrafonder.se/ch/kategori/sustainable-ch/


Source: Bloomberg, MSCI, Tundra Fonder 
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Cash and other 4%

Financials 23%

Information Tech. 19%

Health Care 18%

Consumer Staples 14%

Consumer Disc. 10%

Industrials 5%

Communication Services 5%

Energy 3%

Utilities 0%

Materials 0%

Real Estate 0%

Cash and other 4%

Pakistan 23%

Vietnam 20%

Bangladesh 10%

Indonesia 9%

Sri Lanka 8%

Philippines 8%

Egypt 7%

Kazakhstan 4%

Nigeria 3%

Morocco 2%

Botswana 1%

Sector allocation Country allocation 

Largest holdings Portfolio weight Country P/E 21E P/E 22E Yield

Systems Ltd 8.5% Pakis tan 30.9 22.8 0.7% -5.4%

FPT Corp 7.6% Vietnam 20.3 16.6 2.1% -3.9%

Square Phar Ltd-Ord 7.5% Bangladesh 12.2 10.6 3.1% 1.1%

Meezan Bank Ltd 6.0% Pakis tan 8.6 6.9 4.7% -9.2%

Media  Nusantara 5.0% Indones ia 5.5 4.8 2.7% -5.8%

Ree 4.7% Vietnam 12.7 10.1 - -1.2%

Jsc Kaspi .Kz 4.3% Kazakhstan 23.1 16.3 4.5% -7.8%

GB Auto 3.9% Egypt 4.6 3.1 6.0% 31.1%

Medikaloka Hermina TBK 3.7% Indones ia 18.0 24.0 0.5% 8.6%

Masan Group Corp 3.6% Vietnam 39.4 31.2 - 14.8%

Return (EUR) Worst performers in December Return (EUR)

GB Auto 31.1% Shezan International  Ltd -13.9%

Ceyl inco Insurance-Non Voting 19.9% Meezan Bank Ltd -9.2%

Masan Group Corp 14.8% Jsc Kaspi .Kz -7.8%

Ibns ina Pharma SAE 14.3% Puregold Price Club -6.8%

Juhayna Food Ind 11.0% Media  Nusantara -5.8%

Return 1M 

(EUR)

Best performers in December
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Facts Risks and costs*

Inception date 2013-04-02 Active risk (Tracking error) 8.0%

Pricing Dai ly Active share 88.6%

Manager Tundra Fonder AB Standard deviation 22.4%

Benchmark index MSCI FM xGCC Net TR (EUR) Standard deviation, benchmark 19.8%

ISIN SE0006789897 Beta 1.05

Bloomberg TUNDFRF SS Information ratio 1.84

IBAN Holdings 39

BIC ESSESESS Risk level 5 of 7 (refer to KIID for more info)

Custodian SEB Management fee/year (a l l  inclus ive **) 2.5%

Auditor PWC AuM 220.6 MEUR

* Risk indicators are based on monthly rolling 24 months of return data. ** The management fee includes variable custody fees, 

audit, legal and marketing expenses.

SE4450000000058648209218



Disclaimer 

DISCLAIMER 
Capital invested in a fund may either increase or decrease in value and it is not certain that you be able 
to recover all of your investment. Historical return is no guarantee of future return. The state of the 
origin of the Fund is Sweden. This document may only be distributed in or from Switzerland to qualified 
investors within the meaning of Art. 10 Para. 3,3bis and 3ter CISA. The representative in Switzerland is 
OpenFunds Investment Services AG, Seefeldstrasse 35, 8008 Zurich, whilst the Paying Agent is Società 
Bancaria Ticinese, Piazza Collegiata 3, 6501 Bellinzona, Switzerland. The Basic documents of the fund as 
well as the annual report may be obtained free of charge at the registered office of the Swiss 
Representative. 
  
The publication is issued by Tundra Fonder AB (”Tundra”) and the information – assumptions, opinions, 
valuations, recommendations etc – presented in this publication have been compiled by Tundra. The 
publication is based on generally available information from sources that Tundra believes to be reliable. 
However, Tundra cannot guarantee the accuracy of this information. This presentation – as well as all or 
parts of its content – may not be duplicated or distributed under any circumstances without the written 
permission of Tundra. 
 
The information in this presentation does not take into account the specific investment goal, financial 
situation or needs of any specific recipient. The information should not be regarded as a personal 
recommendation or investment advice. The client should always seek adequate professional advice 
before taking any investment decision and each such investment decision is taken independently by the 
client and at the client’s own risk. Tundra accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential 
loss of any kind arising from the use of this presentation. 
  
Risks 
Investments in financial instruments are associated with risk and an investment may both increase and 
decrease in value or even become worthless. Historical returns are no guarantee of future returns. 
International investments, particularly those on new markets in developing and growth countries (such 
as Eastern Europe (including Russia), Asia, Latin America and Africa), are normally associated with a 
higher level of risk than investments in Swedish or other developed markets’ securities. These risks 
include both political and economic uncertainty in other countries as well as currency fluctuations. These 
risks are particularly high on new markets since these countries may have relatively unstable 
governments and immature markets and economies. 
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